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BOOK VII.

1. Since it has been sufficiently shown, as far as there has been opportunity, how vain it is to forth images, the
course of our argument requires that we should next speak as briefly as possible, and without any periphrasis,
about sacrifices, about the slaughter and immolation of victims, about pure wine, about incense, and about all the
other things which are provided on such occasions.(1) For with respect to this you have been in the habit of
exciting against us the most violent ill−will, of calling us atheists, and inflicting upon us the punishment of death,
even by savagely tearing us to pieces with wild beasts, on the ground that we pay very little respect(2) to the gods;
which, indeed, we admit that we do, not froth contempt or scorn of the divine,(3) but because we think that such
powers require nothing of the kind, and are not possessed by desires for such things.(4)

What, then,(5) some one will say, do you think that no sacrifices at all should be offered? To answer you not with
our own, but with your Varro's opinion−−none. Why so? Because, he says, the true gods neither wish nor demand
these; while those(6) which are made of copper, earthenware, gypsum, or marble, care much less for these things,
for they have no feeling; and you are not blamed(7) if you do not offer them, nor do you win favour if you do. No
sounder opinion can be found, none truer, and one which any one may adopt, although he may be stupid and very
hard to convince. For who is so obtuse as either to slay victims in sacrifice to those who have no sense, or to think
that they should be given to those who are removed far from them in their nature and blessed state?

2. Who are the true gods? you say. To answer you in common and simple language, we do not know;(8) for how
can we know who those are whom we have never seen? We have been accustomed to hear from you that an
infinite number(9) are gods, and are reckoned among(10) the deities; but if these exist(11) anywhere, and are true
gods, as Terentius(12) believes, it follows as a consequence, that they correspond to their name; that is, that they
are such as we all see that they should be, and that they are worthy to be called by this name; nay, more,−−to
make an end without many words,−−that they are such as is the Lord of the universe, and the King omnipotent
Himself, whom we have knowledge anti understanding enough to speak of as the true God when we are led to
mention His name. For one god differs from another in nothing as respects his divinity;(13) nor can that which is
one in kind be less or more in its parts while its own qualities remain unchanged.(14) Now, as this is certain, it
follows that they should never have been begotten, but should be immortal, seeking nothing from without, and not
drawing any earthly pleasures from the resources of matter.

3. So, then, if these things are so. we desire to learn this, first. from you−−what is the cause, what the reason, that
you offer them sacrifices; and then, what gain comes to the gods themselves from this, and remains to their
advantage. For whatever is done should have a cause, and should not be disjoined from reason, so as to be lost(15)
among useless works, and tossed about among vain and idle uncertainties.(16) Do the gods of heaven(17) live on
these sacrifices, and must materials be supplied to maintain the union of their parts? And what man is there so
ignorant or what a god is, certainly, as to think that they are maintained by any kind of nourishment, and that it is
the food given to them(18) which causes them to live and endure throughout their endless immortality? For
whatever is upheld by causes and things external to itself, must be mortal and on the way to destruction, when
anything on which it lives begins to be wanting. Again, it is impossible to suppose that any one believes this,
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because we see that of these things which are brought to their altars, nothing is added to and reaches the substance
of the deities; for either incense is given, and is lost melting on the coals,(1) or the life only of the victim is
offered to the gods,(2) and its blood is licked up by dogs; or if any flesh is placed upon the altars, it is set on fire
in like manner, and is destroyed, and falls into ashes,−−unless perchance the god seizes upon the souls of the
victims, or snuffs up eagerly the fumes and smoke which rise from the blazing altars, and feeds upon the odours
which the burning flesh gives forth, still wet with blood, and damp with its former juices.(3) But if a god, as is
said, has no body, and cannot be touched at all, how is it possible that that which has no body should be nourished
by things pertaining to the body,−−that what is mortal should support what is immortal, and assist and give
vitality to that which it cannot touch? This reason for sacrifices is not valid, therefore, as it seems; nor can it be
said by any one that sacrifices are kept up for this reason, that the deities are nourished by them, and supported by
feeding on them.

4. If perchance it is not this,(4) are victims not slain in sacrifice to the gods, and cast upon their flaming altars to
give them(5) some pleasure and delight? And can any man persuade himself that the gods become mild as they
are exhilarated by pleasures, that they long for sensual enjoyment, and, like some base creatures, are affected by
agreeable sensations, and charmed and tickled for the moment by(6) a pleasantness which soon passes away? For
that which is overcome by pleasure must be harassed by its opposite, sorrow; nor can that be free from the anxiety
of grief, which trembles with joy, and is elated capriciously with gladness.(7) But the gods should be free from
both passions, if we would have them to be everlasting, and freed from the weakness of mortals. Moreover, every
pleasure is, as it were, a kind of flattery of the body, and is addressed to the five well−known senses; but if the
gods above feel it,(8) they must partake also of those bodies through which there is a way to the senses, and a
door by which to receive pleasures. Lastly, what pleasure is it to take delight in the slaughter of harmless
creatures, to have the ears ringing often with their piteous bellowings, to see rivers of blood, the life fleeing away
with the blood, and the secret parts having been laid open, not only the intestines to protrude with the excrements,
but also the heart still bounding with the life left in it, and the trembling, palpitating veins in the viscera? We
half−savage men, nay rather,−−to say with more candour what it is truer and more candid to say,−−we savages,
whom unhappy necessity and bad habit have trained to take these as food, are sometimes moved with pity for
them; we ourselves accuse and condemn ourselves when the thing is seen and looked into thoroughly, because,
neglecting the law which is binding on men, we have broken through the bonds which naturally united us at the
beginning.(9) Will(10) any one believe that the gods, who are kind, beneficent, gentle, are delighted and filled
with joy by the slaughter of cattle, if ever they fall and expire pitiably before their altars?(11) And there is no
cause, then, for pleasure in sacrifices, as we see, nor is there a reason why they should be offered, since there is no
pleasure afforded by them; and if perchance there is some,(12) it has been shown that it cannot in any way belong
to the gods.

5. We have next to examine the argument which we bear continually coming from the lips of the common people,
and find embedded in popular conviction, that sacrifices are offered to the gods of heaven for this purpose, that
they may lay aside their anger and passions, and may be restored to a calm and placid tranquillity, the indignation
of their fiery spirits being assuaged. And if we remember the definition which we should always bear steadily in
mind, that all agitating feelings are unknown to the gods, the consequence is, a belief(13) that the gods are never
angry; nay, rather, that no passion is further from them than that which, approaching most nearly to the spirit of
wild beasts and savage creatures, agitates those who suffer it with tempestuous feelings, and brings them into
danger of destruction. For whatever is harassed by any kind of disturbance,(14) is, it is clear, capable of suffering,
and frail; that which has been subjected to suffering and frailty must be mortal; but anger harasses and
destroys(15) those who are subject to it: therefore that should be called mortal which has been made subject to the
emotions of anger. But yet we know that the gods should be never−dying, and should possess an immortal nature;
and if this is clear and certain, anger has been separated far from them and from their state. On no ground, then, is
it fitting to wish to appease that in the gods above which you see cannot suit their blessed state.

6. But let us allow, as you wish, that the gods are accustomed to such disturbance, and that sacrifices are offered
and sacred solemnities performed to calm it, when, then, is it fitting that these offices should be made use of, or at
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what time should they be given?−−before they are angry and roused, or when they have been moved and
displeased even?(1) If we must meet them with sacrifices before their anger is roused, lest they become enraged,
you are bringing forward wild beasts to us, not gods, to which it is customary to toss food, upon which they may
rage madly, and turn their desire to do harm, lest, having been roused, they should rage and burst the barriers of
their dens. But if these sacrifices are offered to satisfy(2) the gods when already fired and burning with rage, I do
not inquire, I do not consider, whether that happy(3) and sublime greatness of spirit which belongs to the deities is
disturbed by the offences of little men, and wounded if a creature, blind and ever treading among clouds of
ignorance, has committed any blunder,−−said anything by which their dignity is impaired.

7. But neither do I demand that this should be said, or that I should be told what causes the gods have for their
anger against men, that having taken offence they must be soothed. I do ask, however, Did they ever ordain any
laws for mortals? and was it ever settled by them what it was fitting for them to do, or what it was not? what they
should pursue, what avoid; or even by what means they wished themselves to be worshipped, so that they might
pursue with the vengeance of their wrath what was done otherwise than they had commanded, and might be
disposed, if treated contemptuously, to avenge themselves on the presumptuous and transgressors? As I think,
nothing was ever either settled or ordained by them, since neither have they been seen, nor has it been possible for
it to be discerned very clearly whether there are any.(4) What justice is there, then, in the gods of heaven being
angry for any reason with those to whom they have neither deigned at any time to show that they existed, nor
given nor imposed any laws which they wished to be honoured by them and perfectly observed?(5)

8. But this, as I said, I do not mention, but allow it to pass away in silence. This one thing I ask, above all, What
reason is there if I kill a pig, that a god changes his state of mind, and lays aside his angry feelings and frenzy;
that if I consume a pullet, a calf under his eyes and on his altars, he forgets the wrong which I did to him, and
abandons completely all sense of displeasure? What passes from this act(6) to modify his resentment? Or of what
service(7) is a goose, a goat, or a peacock, that from its blood relief is brought to the angry god? Do the gods,
then, make insulting them a matter of payment? and as little boys, to induce them to give up their fits of
passion(8) and desist from their wailings, get little sparrows, dolls, ponies, puppets,(8) with which they may be
able to divert themselves, do the immortal gods in such wise receive these gifts from you, that for them they may
lay aside their resentment, and be reconciled to those who offended them? And yet I thought that the gods−−if
only it is right to believe that they are really moved by anger−−lay aside their anger and resentment, and forgive
the sins of the guilty, without any price or reward. For this belongs specially to deities, to be generous in
forgiving, and to seek no return for their gifts.(9) But if this cannot be, it would be much wiser that they should
continue obstinately offended, than that they should be softened by being corrupted with bribes. For the multitude
increases of those who sin, when there is hope given of paying for their sin; and there is little hesitation to do
wrong, when the favour of those who pardon offences may be bought.

9. So, if some ox, or any animal you please, which is slain to mitigate and appease the fury of the deities, were to
take a man's voice and speak these(10) words: "Is this, then, O Jupiter, or whatever god thou art, humane or right,
or should it he considered at all just, that when another has sinned I should be killed, and that you should allow
satisfaction to be made to you with my blood, although I never did you wrong, never wittingly or unwittingly did
violence to your divinity anti majesty, being, as thou knowest, a dumb creature, not departing from(11) the
simplicity of my nature, nor inclined to be fickle in my(12) manners? Did I ever celebrate your games with too
little reverence and care? did I drag forward a dancer so that thy deity was offended? did I swear falsely by thee?
did I sacrilegiously steal your property and plunder your temples? did I uproot the most sacred groves, or pollute
and profane some hallowed places by rounding private houses? What, then, is the reason that the crime of another
is atoned for with my blood, and that my life and innocence are made to pay for wickedness with which I have
nothing to do? Is it because I am a base creature, and am not possessed of reason and wisdom, as these declare
who call themselves men, and by their ferocity make themselves beasts?(1) Did not the same nature both beget
and form me from the same beginnings? Is it not one breath of life which sways both them and me? Do I not
respire and see, and am I not affected by the other senses just as they are? They have livers, lungs, hearts,
intestines, bellies; and do not I have as many members? They love their young, and come together to beget
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children; and do not I both take care to procure offspring, and delight in it when it has been begotten? But they
have reason, and utter articulate sounds; and how do they know whether I do what I do for my own reasons, and
whether that sound which I give forth is my kind of words, and is understood by us alone? Ask piety whether it is
more just that I should be slain, that I should be killed, or that man should be pardoned and be safe from
punishment for what he has done? Who formed iron into a sword? was it not man? Who brought disaster upon
races; who imposed slavery upon nations? was it not man? Who mixed deadly draughts, and gave them to his
parents, brothers, wives, friends? was it not man? Who found out or devised so many forms of wickedness, that
they can hardly be related in ten thousand chronicles of years, or even of days? was it not man? Is not this, then,
cruel, monstrous, and savage? Does it not seem to you, O Jupiter, unjust and barbarous that I should be killed, that
I should be slain, that you may be soothed, and the guilty find impunity?"

It has been established that sacrifices are offered in vain for this purpose then, viz., that the angry deities may be
soothed; since reason has taught us that the gods are not angry at any time, and that they do not wish one thing to
be destroyed, to be slain for another, or offences against themselves to be annulled by the blood of an innocent
creature.(2)

10. But perhaps some one will say, We give to the gods sacrifices and other gifts, that, being made willing in a
measure to grant our prayers, they may give us prosperity and avert from us evil, cause us to live always happily,
drive away grief truly, and any evils which threaten us from accidental circumstances. This point demands great
care; nor is it usual either to hear or to believe what is so easily said. For the whole company of the learned will
straightway swoop upon us, who, asserting and proving that whatever happens, happens according to the decrees
of fate, snatch out of our(3) hands that opinion, and assert that we are putting our trust in vain beliefs. Whatever,
they will say, has been done in the world, is being done, and shall be done, has been settled and fixed in time past,
and has causes which cannot be moved, by means of which events have been linked together, and form an
unassailable chain of unalterable necessity between the past and the future. If it has been determined and fixed
what evil or good should befall each person, it is already certain; but if this is certain and fixed, there is no room
for all the help given by the gods, their hatred, and favours. For they are just as unable to do for you that which
cannot be done, as to prevent that from being done which must happen, except that they will be able, if they
choose, to depreciate somewhat powerfully that belief which you entertain, so that they(4) say that even the gods
themselves are worshipped by you in vain, and that the supplications with which you address them are
superfluous. For as they are unable to turn aside the course of events, and change what has been appointed by fate,
what reason, what cause, is there to wish to weary and deafen the ears of those in whose help you cannot trust at
your utmost need?

11. Lastly, if the gods drive away sorrow and grief, if they bestow joy and pleasure, how(5) are there in the world
so many(6) and so wretched men, whence come so many unhappy ones, who lead a life of tears in the meanest
condition? Why are not those free from calamity who every moment, every instant, load and heap up the altars
with sacrifices? Do we not see that some of them, say the learned, are the seats of diseases, the light of their eves
quenched, and their ears stopped, that they cannot move with their feet, that they live mere trunks without the use
of their hands, that they are swallowed up, overwhelmed, and destroyed by conflagrations, shipwrecks, and
disasters;(7) that, having been stripped of immense fortunes, they support themselves by labouring for hire, and
beg for alms at last; treat they are exiled, proscribed, always in the midst of sorrow, overcome by the loss of
children, and harassed by other misfortunes, the kinds and forms of which no enumeration can comprehend? But
assuredly this would not occur if the gods, who had been laid under obligation, were able to ward off, to turn
aside, those evils from those who merited this favour. But now, because in these mishaps there is no room for the
interference of the gods, but all things are brought about(1) by inevitable necessity, the appointed course of events
goes on and accomplishes that which has been once determined.

12. Or the gods of heaven should be said to be ungrateful if, while they have power to prevent it, they suffer an
unhappy race to be involved in so many hardships and disasters. But perhaps they may say something of
importance in answer to this, and not such as should be received by deceitful, fickle, and scornful ears. This point,
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however, because it would require too tedious and prolix discussion,(2) we hurry past unexplained and untouched,
content to have stated this alone, that you give to your gods dishonourable reputations if you assert that on no
other condition do they bestow blessings and turn away what is injurious, except they have been first bought over
with the blood of she−goats and sheep, and with the other things which are put upon their altars. For it is not
fitting, in the first place, that the power of the deities and the surpassing eminence of the celestials should be
believed to keep their favours on sale, first to receive a price, and then to bestow them; and then, which is much
more unseemly, that they aid no one unless they receive their demands, and that they suffer the most wretched to
undergo whatever perils may befall them,(3) while they could ward these off, and come to their aid. If of two who
are sacrificing, one is a scoundrel,(4) and rich, the other of small fortune, but worthy of praise for his integrity and
goodness,−−if the former should slay a hundred oxen, and as many ewes with their lambkins, the poor man burn a
little incense, and a small piece of some odorous substance,−−will it not follow that it should be believed that, if
only the deities bestow nothing except when rewards are first offered, they will give their favour(5) to the rich
man, turn their eyes away from the poor, whose gifts were restricted not by his spirit, but by the scantiness of his
means?(6)For where the giver is venal and mercenary, there it must needs be that favour is granted according to
the greatness of the gift by which it is purchased, and that a favourable decision is given to him from whom(7) far
the greater reward and bribe, though this be shameful, flows to him who gives it.(8) What if two nations, on the
other hand, arrayed against each other in war, enriched the altars of the gods with equal sacrifices, and were to
demand that their power and help should be given to them, the one against the other: must it not, again, be
believed that, if they are persuaded to be of service by rewards, they are at a loss between both sides, are struck
motionless, and do not perceive what to do, since they understand that their favour has been pledged by the
acceptance of the sacrifices? For either they will give assistance to this side and to that, which is impossible, for in
that case they will fight themselves against themselves, strive against their own favour and wishes; or they will do
nothing to aid either nation(9) after the price of their aid has been paid and received, which is very wicked. All
this infamy, therefore, should be removed far from the gods; nor should it be said at all that they are won over by
rewards and payments to confer blessings, and remove what is disagreeable, if only they are true gods, and worthy
to be ranked under this name. For either whatever happens, happens inevitably, and there is no place in the gods
for ambition and favour; or if fate is excluded and got rid of, it does not belong to the celestial dignity to sell the
boon of its services,(10) and the conferring of its bounties.

13. We have shown sufficiently, as I suppose, that victims, and the things which go along with them, are offered
in vain to the immortal gods, because they are neither nourished by them, nor feel any pleasure, nor lay aside their
anger and resentment, so as either to give good fortune, or to drive away anti avert the opposite. We have now to
examine that point also which has been usually asserted by some, and applied to forms of ceremony. For they say
that these sacred rites were instituted to do honour to the gods of heaven, and that these things which they do, they
do to show them honour, and to magnify the powers of the deities by them. What if they were to say, in like
manner, that they keep awake and sleep, walk about, stand still, write something, and read, to give honour to the
gods, and make them more glorious in majesty? For what substance is there added to them from the blood of
cattle, and from the other things which are prepared in sacrificing? what power is given and added to them? For
all honour, which is said to be offered by any one, and to be yielded to reverence for a greater being, is of a kind
having reference to the other; and consists of two parts, of the concession of the giver, and the increase of honour
of the receiver. As, if any one, on seeing a man famed for his very great power(1) and authority, were to make
way for him, to stand up, to uncover his head, and leap down from his carriage, then, bending forward to salute
him with slavish servility and(2) trembling agitation, I see what is aimed at in showing such respect: by the
bowing down of the one, very great honour is given to the other, and he is made to appear great whom the respect
of an inferior exalts and places above his own rank.(3)

14. But all this conceding and ascribing of honour about which we are speaking are met with among men alone,
whom their natural weakness and love of standing above their fellows(4) teach to delight in arrogance, and in
being preferred above others. But, I ask, where is there room for honour among the gods, or what greater
exaltation is found to be given(5) to them by piling up(6) sacrifices? Do they become more venerable, more
powerful, when cattle are sacrificed to them? is there anything added to them from this? or do they begin to be
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more truly gods, their divinity being increased? And yet I consider it almost an insult, nay, an insult altogether,
when it is said that a god is honoured by a man, and exalted by the offering of some gift. For if honour increases
and augments the grandeur of him to whom it is given, it follows that a deity becomes greater by means of the
man from whom he has received the gift, and the honour conferred on him; and thus the matter is brought to this
issue, that the god who is exalted by human honours is the inferior, while, on the other hand, the man who
increases the power of a deity is his superior.(7)

15. What then! some one will say, do you think that no honour should be given to the gods at all? If you propose
to us gods such as they should be if they do exist, and such as(8) we feel that we all mean when we mention(9)
that name, how can we but give them even the greatest honour, since we have been taught by the commands
which have especial power over us,(10) to pay honour to all men even, of whatever rank, of whatever condition
they may be? What, pray, you ask, is this very great honour? One much more in accordance with duty than is paid
by you, and directed to(11) a more powerful race, we reply. Tell, us, you say, in the first place, what is an opinion
worthy of the gods, right and honourable, and not blameworthy from its being made unseemly by something
infamous? We reply, one such that yon believe that they neither have any likeness to man, nor look for anything
which is outside of them and comes from without; then−−and this has been said pretty frequently−−that they do
not burn with the fires of anger, that they do not give themselves up passionately to sensual pleasure, that they are
not bribed to be of service, that they are not tempted to injure our enemies, that they do not sell their kindness and
favour, that they do not rejoice in having honour heaped on them, that they are not indignant and vexed if it is not
given; but−−and this belongs to the divine−−that by their own power they know themselves, and that they do not
rate themselves by the obsequiousness of others. And yet, that we may see the nature of what is said, what kind of
honour is this, to bind a wether, a ram, a bull before the face of a god, and slay them in his sight? What kind of
honour is it to invite a god to a banquet of blood, which you see him take and share in with dogs? What kind of
honour is it, having set on fire piles of wood, to hide the heavens with smoke, and darken with gloomy blackness
the images of the gods? But if it seems good to you that these actions should be considered in themselves,(12) not
judged of according to your prejudices, you will find that those altars of which you speak, and even those
beautiful ones which you dedicate to the superior gods,(13) are places for burning the unhappy race of animals
funeral pyres, and mounds built for a most unseemly office, and formed to be filled with corruption.

16. What say you, O you−−! is that foul smell, then, which is given forth and emitted by burning hides, by bones,
by bristles, by the fleeces of lambs, and the feathers of fowls,−−is that a favour and an honour to the deity? and
are the deities honoured by this, to whose temples, when yon arrange to go, you come(14) cleansed from all
pollution, washed, and perfectly(15) pure? And what can be more polluted than these, more unhappy,(1) more
debased, than if their senses are naturally such that they are fond of what is so cruel, and take delight in foul
smells which, when inhaled with the breath, even those who sacrifice cannot bear, and certainly not a delicate(2)
nose? But if you think that the gods of heaven de honoured by the blood of living creatures being offered to them,
why do you not(3) sacrifice to them both mules, and elephants, and asses? why not dogs also, bears, and foxes,
camels, and hyaenas, and lions? And as birds also are counted victims by you, why do you not sacrifice vultures,
eagles, storks, falcons, hawks, ravens, sparrow−hawks, owls, and, along with them, salamanders, water−snakes,
vipers, tarantulae? For indeed there is both blood in these, and they are in like manner moved by the breath of life.
What is there more artistic in the former kind of sacrifices, or less ingenious in the latter, that these do not add to
and increase the grandeur of the gods? Because, says my opponent, it is right to honour the gods of heaven with
those things by which we are ourselves nourished and sustained, and live; which also they have, in their divine
benevolence, deigned to give to us for food. But the same gods have given to you both cumin, cress, turnips,
onions, parsley, esculent thistles, radishes, gourds, rue, mint, basil, flea−bane, and chives, and commanded them
to be used by you as part of your food; why, then, do you not put these too upon the altars, and scatter
wild−marjoram, with which oxen are fed, over them all, and mix amongst them onions with their pungent
flavour?

17. Lo, if dogs−−for a case must be imagined, in order that things may be seen more clearly−−if dogs, I say, and
asses, and along with them water−wagtails, if the twittering swallows, and pigs also, having acquired some of the
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feelings of men, were to think and suppose that you were gods, and to propose to offer sacrifices in your honour,
not of other things and substances, but of those with which they are wont to be nourished and supported,
according to their natural inclination,−−we ask you to say whether you would consider this an honour, or rather a
most outrageous affront, when the swallows slew and consecrated flies to you, the water−wagtails ants; when the
asses put hay upon your altars, and poured out libations of chaff; when the dogs placed bones, and burned human
excrements(4) at your shrines; when, lastly, the pigs poured out before you a horrid mess, taken from their
frightful hog−pools and filthy maws? Would you not in this case, then, be inflamed with rage that your greatness
was treated with contumely, and account it an atrocious wrong that you were greeted with filth? But, you reply,
you honour the gods with the carcasses of bulls, and by slaying(5) other living creatures. And in what respect does
this differ from that, since these sacrifices, also, if they are not yet, will nevertheless soon be, dung, and will
become rotten after a very short time has passed? Finally, cease to place fire upon(6) your altars, then indeed you
will(7) see that consecrated flesh of bulls, with which you magnify the honour of the gods, swelling and heaving
with worms, tainting and corrupting the atmosphere, and infecting the neighbouring districts with unwholesome
smells. Now, if the gods were to enjoin you to turn these things(8) to your own account, to make your meals from
them(9) in the usual way; you would flee to a distance, and, execrating the smell, would beg pardon from the
gods, and bind yourselves by oath never again to offer such sacrifices to them. Is not this conduct of yours
mockery, then? is it not to confess, to make known that you do not know what a deity is, nor to what power the
meaning and title of this name should be given and applied? Do you give new dignity to the gods by new kinds of
food? do you honour them with savours and juices, and because those things which nourish you are pleasing and
grateful to you? do you believe that the gods also flock up to enjoy their pleasant taste, and, just as barking dogs,
lay aside their fierceness for mouthfuls, and pretty often fawn upon those who hold these out?

18. And as we are now speaking of the animals sacrificed, what cause, what reason is there, that while the
immortal gods−−for, so far as we are concerned, they may all be gods who are believed to be so−−are of one
mind, or should be of one nature, kind, and character, all are not appeased with all the victims, but certain deities
with certain animals, according to the sacrificial laws? For what cause is there, to repeat the same question, that
that deity should be honoured with bulls, another with kids or sheep, this one with sucking pigs, the other with
unshorn lambs, this one with virgin heifers, that one with horned goats, this with barren cows, but that with
teeming(10) swine, this with white, that with dusky(11) victims, one with female, the other, on the contrary, with
male animals? For if victims are slain in sacrifice to the gods, to do them honour and show reverence for them,
what does it matter, or what difference is there with the life of what animal this debt is paid, their anger and
resentment put away? Or is the blood of one victim less grateful and pleasing to one god, while the other's fills
him with pleasure and joy? or, as is usually done, does that deity abstain from the flesh of goats because of some
reverential and religious scruple, another turn with disgust from pork, while to this mutton stinks? and does this
one avoid tough ox−beef that he may not overtax his weak stomach, and choose tender(1) sucklings that he may
digest them more speedily?(2)

19. But you err, says my opponent, and fall into mistakes; for in sacrificing female victims to the female deities,
males to the male deities, there is a hidden and very(3) secret reason, and one beyond the reach of the mass. I do
not inquire, I do not demand, what the sacrificial laws teach or contain; but if reason has demonstrated,(4) and
truth declared, that among the gods there is no difference of species, and that they are not distinguished by any
sexes, must not all these reasonings be set at nought, and be proved, the opinions of wise men, who cannot
restrain their laughter when they hear distinctions of sex attributed to the immortal gods: I ask of each man
whether he himself believes in his own mind, and persuades himself that the race of the gods is so distinguished
that they are male and female, and have been formed with members arranged suitably for the begetting of young?

But if the laws of the sacrifices enjoin that like sexes should be sacrificed to like, that is, female victims to the
female gods, male victims, on the contrary, to the male gods, what relation is there in the colours, so that it is right
and fitting that to these white, to those dark, even the blackest victims are slain? Because, says my opponent, to
the gods above, and those who have power to give favourable omens,(5) the cheerful colour is acceptable and
propitious from the pleasant appearance of pure white; while, on the contrary, to the sinister deities, and those
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who inhabit the infernal seats, a dusky colour is more pleasing, and one tinged with gloomy hues. But if, again,
the reasoning holds good, that the infernal regions are an utterly vain and empty name,(6) and that underneath the
earth there are no Plutonian realms and abodes, this, too, must nullify your ideas about black cattle and gods
under the ground. Because, if there are no infernal regions, of necessity there are no dii Manium also. For how is
it possible that, while there are no regions, there should be said to be any who inhabit them?

20. But let us agree, as you wish, that there are both infernal regions and Manes, and that some gods or other
dwell in these by no means favourable to men, and presiding over misfortunes; and what cause, what reason is
there, that black victims, even(7) of the darkest hue, should be brought to their altars? Because dark things suit
dark, and gloomy things are pleasing to similar beings. What then? Do you not see−−that we, too, may joke with
you stupidly, and just as you do yourselves(8)−−that the flesh of the victims is not black,(9) nor their bones, teeth,
fat, the bowels, with(10) the brains, and the soft marrow in the bones? But the fleeces are jetblack, and the bristles
of the creatures are jetblack. Do you, then, sacrifice to the gods only wool and little bristles torn from the victims?
Do you leave the wretched creatures, despoiled it may be, and shorn, to draw the breath of heaven, and rest in
perfect innocence upon their feeding−grounds? But if yon think that those things are pleasing to the infernal gods
which are black and of a gloomy colour, why do you not take care that all the other things which it is customary
to place upon their sacrifices should be black, and smoked, and horrible in colour? Dye the incense if it is offered,
the salted grits, and all the libations without exception. Into the milk, oil, blood, pour soot and ashes, that this may
lose its purple hue, that the others may become ghastly. But if you have no scruple in introducing some things
which are white and retain their brightness, you yourselves do away with your own religious scruples and
reasonings, while you do not maintain any single and universal rule in performing the sacred rites.

21. But this, too, it is fitting that we should here learn from you: If a goat be slain to Jupiter, which is usually
sacrificed to father Liber and Mercury,(11) or if the barren heifer be sacrificed to Unxia, which you give to
Proserpine, by what usage and rule is it determined what crime there is in this, what wickedness or guilt has been
con− tracted, since it makes no difference to the worship offered to the deity what animal it is with whose head
the honour is paid which you owe? It is not lawful, says my opponent, that these things should be confounded,
and it is no small crime to throw the ceremonies of the rites and the mode of expiation into confusion. Explain the
reason, I beg. Because it is right to consecrate victims of a certain kind to certain deities, and that certain forms of
supplication should be also adopted. And what, again, is the reason that it is right to consecrate victims of a
certain kind to certain deities, and that certain forms of supplication should he also adopted, for this very
rightfulness should have its own cause, and spring, be derived from certain reasons? Are you going to speak about
antiquity and custom? If so, you relate to me merely the opinions of men, and the inventions of a blind creature:
but I, when I request a reason to be brought forward to me, wish to hear either that something has fallen from
heaven, or, which the subject rather requires, what relation Jupiter has to a bull's blood that it should be offered in
sacrifice to him, not to Mercury or Liber. Or what are the natural properties of a goat, that they again should be
suited to these gods, should not be adapted to the sacrifices of Jupiter? Has a partition of the animals been made
amongst the gods? Has some contract been made and agreed to, so that(1) it is fitting that this one should hold
himself back from the victim which belongs to that, that the other should cease(2) to claim as his own the blood
which belongs to another? Or, as envious boys, are they unwilling to allow others to have a share in enjoying the
cattle presented to them? or, as is reported to be done by races which differ greatly in manners, are the same
things which by one party are considered fit for eating, rejected as food by others?

22. If, then, these things are vain, and are not supported by any reason, the very offering(3) of sacrifices also is
idle. For how can that which follows have a suitable cause, when that very first statement from which the second
flows is found to be utterly idle and vain, and established on no solid basis? To mother Earth, they say, is
sacrificed a teeming(4) and pregnant sow; but to the virgin Minerva is slain a virgin calf, never forced(5) by the
goad to attempt any labour. But yet we think that neither should a virgin have been sacrificed to a virgin, that the
virginity might not be violated in the brute, for which the goddess is especially esteemed; nor should gravid and
pregnant victims have been sacrificed to the Earth from respect for its fruitfulness, which(6) we all desire and
wish to go on always in irrepressible fertility.(7) For if because the Tritonian goddess is a virgin it is therefore
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fitting that virgin victims be sacrificed to her, and if because the Earth is a mother she is in like manner to be
entertained with gravid swine, then also Apollo should be honoured by the sacrifice of musicians because he is a
musician; AEsculapius, because he is a physician, by the sacrifice of physicians; and because he is an artificer,
Vulcan by the sacrifice of artificers; and because Mercury is eloquent, sacrifice should be made to him with the
eloquent and most fluent. Bat if it is madness to say this, or, to speak with moderation, nonsense, that shows much
greater madness to slaughter pregnant swine to the Earth because she is even more prolific; pure and virgin
heifers to Minerva because she is pure, of unviolated virginity.

23. For as to that which we hear said by you, that some of the gods are good, that others, on the contrary, are bad,
and rather inclined to indulge in wanton mischief,(8) and that the usual rites are paid to the one party that they
may show layout, but to the others that they may not do you harm,−−with what reason this is said, we confess that
we cannot understand. For to say that the gods are most benevolent, and have gentle dispositions, is not only
pious and religious, but also true; but that they are evil and sinister, should by no means be listened to, inasmuch
as that divine power has been far removed and separated from the disposition which does harm.(9) But whatever
can occasion calamity, it must first be seen what it is, and then it should be removed very far from the name of
deity.

Then, supposing that we should agree with you that the gods promote good fortune and calamity, not even in this
case is there any reason why you should allure some of them to grant you prosperity, and, on the other hand, coax
others with sacrifices and rewards not to do you harm. First, because the good gods cannot act badly, even if they
have been worshipped with no honour.−−for whatever is mild and placid by nature, is separated widely from the
practice and devising of mischief; while the bad knows not to restrain his ferocity, although he should be enticed
to do so with a thousand flocks and a thousand altars. For neither can bitterness change itself into sweetness,
dryness into moisture, the heat of fire into cold, or what is contrary to anything take and change into its own
nature that which is its opposite. So that, if you should stroke a viper with your hand, or caress a poisonous
scorpion, the former will attack you with its fangs, the latter, drawing itself together, will fix its sting in you; and
your caressing will be of no avail, since both creatures are excited to do mischief, not by the stings of rage, but by
a certain peculiarity of their nature. It is thus of no avail to wish to deserve well of the sinister deities by means of
sacrifices, since, whether you do this, or on the contrary do not, they follow their own nature, and by inborn laws
and a kind of necessity are led to those things, to do which(1) they were made. Moreover, in this way(2) both
kinds of gods cease to possess their own powers, and to retain their own characters. For if the good are
worshipped that they may be favourable, and supplication is made in the same way to the others, on the contrary,
that they may not be injurious, it follows that it should be understood that the propitious deities will show no
favour if they receive no gifts, and become bad instead of good;(3) while, on the contrary, the bad, if they receive
offerings, will lay aside their mischievous disposition, and become thereafter good: and thus it is brought to this
issue, that neither are these propitious, nor are those sinister: or, which is impossible, both are propitious, and both
again sinister.

24. Be it so; let it be conceded that these most unfortunate cattle are not sacrificed in the temples of the gods
without some religious obligation, and that what has been dome in accordance with usage and custom possesses
some rational ground: but if it seems a great and grand thing to slay bulls to the gods, and to burn in sacrifice the
flesh of animals whole and entire, what is the meaning of these relics connected with the arts of the Magi which
the pontifical mysteries have restored to a place among the secret laws of the sacred rites, and have mixed up with
religious affairs? What, I say, is the meaning of these things, apexaones, hircioe, silicernia, longavi, which are
names and kinds of sausages,(4) some stuffed with goats' blood,(5) others with minced liver? What is the meaning
of toe−doe, uoenioe, offoe, not those used by the common people, but those named and called offoe penitoe?−−of
which the first(6) is fat cut into very small pieces, as dainties(7) are; that which has been placed second is the
extension of the gut by which the excrements are given off after being drained of all their nourishing juices; while
the offa penita is a beast's tail cut off with a morsel of flesh. What is the meaning of polimina, omenta, palasea, or,
as some call it, plasea?−−of which that named omentum is a certain part enclosed by the reservoirs of the belly are
kept within bounds; the plasea is an ox's tail(8) besmeared with flour and blood; the polimina, again, are those
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parts which we with more decency call proles,−−by the vulgar, however, they are usually termed testes. What is
the meaning of fitilla, frumen, africia, gratilla, catumeum, cumspolium, cubula?−−of which the first two are
names of species of pottage, but differing in kind and quality; while the series of names which follows denotes
consecrated cakes, for they are not shaped in one and the same way. For we do not choose to mention the caro
strebula which is taken from the haunches of bulls, the roasted pieces of meat which are spitted, the intestines first
heated, and baked on glowing coals, nor, finally, the pickles(9) which are made by mixing four kinds of fruit. In
like manner, we do not choose to mention the fendicoe, which also are the hiroe,(10) which the language of the
mob, when it speaks, usually terms ilia;(11) nor, in the same way, the oerumnaoe,(12) which are the first part of
the gullet,(13) where ruminating animals are accustomed to send down their food and bring it back again; nor the
magmenta,(14) augmina, and thousand other kinds of sausages or pottages which you have given unintelligible
names to, and have caused to be more revered by common people.

25. For if whatever is done by men, and especially in religion, should have its causes,−−and nothing should be
done without a reason in all that men do and perform,−−tell us and say what is the cause. what the reason, that
these things also are given to the gods and burned upon their sacred altars? For here we delay, constrained most
urgently to wait for this cause, we pause, we stand fast, desiring to learn what a god has to do with pottage, with
cakes, with different kinds of stuffing prepared in manifold ways, and with different ingredients? Are the deities
affected by splendid dinners or luncheons, so that it is fitting to devise for them feasts without number? Are they
troubled by the loathings of their stomachs, and is variety of flavours sought for to get rid of their aversion, so that
there is set before them meat at one thee roasted, at another raw, and at another half cooked and half raw? But if
the gods like to receive all these parts which you term proesicioe,(1) and if these gratify them with any sense of
pleasure or delight, what prevents, what hinders you from laying all these upon their altars at once with the whole
animals? What cause, what reason is there that the haunch−piece(2) by itself, the gullet, the tail, and the
tail−piece(3) separately, the entrails only, and the membrane(4) alone, should be brought to do them honour? Are
the gods of heaven moved by various condiments? After stuffing themselves with sumptuous and ample dinners,
do they, as is usually done, take these little bits as sweet dainties, not to appease their hunger, but to rouse their
wearied palates,(5) and excite in themselves a perfectly voracious appetite? O wonderful greatness of the gods,
comprehended by no men, understood by no creatures! if indeed their favours are bought with the testicles and
gullets of beasts, and if they do not lay aside their auger and resentment, unless they see the entrails(6) prepared
and offoe bought and burned upon their altars.

26. We have now to say a few words about incense and wine, for these, too, are connected and mixed up with
your ceremonies,(7) and are used largely in your religious acts. And, first, with respect to that very incense which
you use, we ask this of you particularly, whence or at what thee you have been able to become acquainted with it,
and to know it, so that you have just reason to think that it is either worthy to be given to the gods, or most
agreeable to their desires. For it is almost a novelty; and there is no endless succession of years since it began to
be known in these parts, and won its way into the shrines of the gods. For neither in the heroic ages, as it is
believed and declared, was it known what incense was, as is proved by the ancient writers, in whose books is
found no mention(8) of it; nor was Etruria, the parent and mother of superstition, acquainted with its fame and
renown, as the rites of the chapels prove; nor was it used by any one in offering sacrifice during the four hundred
years in which Alba flourished; nor did even Romulus or Numa, who was skilful in devising new ceremonies,
know either of its existence or growth, as the sacred grits(9) show with which it was customary that the usual
sacrifices should be performed. Whence, therefore, did its use begin to be adopted? or what desire of novelty
assailed the old and ancient custom, so that that which was not needed for so many ages took the first place in the
ceremonies? For if without incense the performance of a religious service is imperfect, and if a quantity of it is
necessary to make the celestials gentle and propitious to men, the ancients fell into sin, nay rather, their whole life
was full of guilt, for they carelessly neglected to offer that which was most fitted to give pleasure to the gods. But
if in ancient times neither men nor gods sought for this incense, it is proved that to−day also that is offered
uselessly and in vain which antiquity did not believe necessary, but modern times desired without any reason.(10)
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27. Finally, that we may always abide by the rule and definition by which it has been shown and determined that
whatever is done by man must have its causes, we will hold it fast here also, so as to demand of you what is the
cause, what the reason, that incense is put on the altars before the very images of the deities, and that, from its
being burned, they are supposed to become friendly and gentle. What do they acquire from this being done, or
what reaches their minds, so that we should be fight in judging that these things are well expended, and are not
consumed uselessly and in vain? For as you should show why you give incense to the gods, so, too, it follows that
you should manifest that the gods have some reason for not rejecting it with disdain, nay more, for desiring it so
fondly. We honour the gods with this, some one will perhaps say. But we are not inquiring what your feeling is,
but the gods'; nor do we ask what is done by you, but how much they value what is done to purchase their favour.
But yet, O piety, what or how great is this honour which is caused by the odour of a fire, and produced from the
gum of a tree? For, lest you should happen not to know what this incense is, or what is its origin, it is a gum
flowing from the bark of trees, just as from the almond−tree, the cherry−tree, solidifying as it exudes in drops.
Does this, then, honour and magnify the celestial dignities? or, if their displeasure has been at any thee excited, is
it melted away before the smoke of incense, and lulled to sleep, their anger being moderated? Why, then, do you
not burn indiscriminately the juice of any tree whatever, without making any distinction? For if the deities are
honoured by this, and are not displeased that Panchaean gums are burned to them, what does it matter from what
the smoke proceeds on your sacred altars, or from what kind of gum the clouds of fumigation arise?

28. Will any one say that incense is given to the celestials, for this reason, that it has a sweet smell, and imparts a
pleasant sensation to the nose, while the rest are disagreeable, and have been set aside because of their
offensiveness? Do the gods, then, have nostrils with which to breathe? do they inhale and respire currents of air so
that the qualities of different smells can penetrate them? But if we allow that this is the case, we make them
subject to the conditions of humanity, and shut them out from the limits of deity; for whatever breathes and draws
in draughts of air, to be sent back in the same way, must be mortal, because it is sustained by feeding on the
atmosphere. But whatever is sustained by feeding on the atmosphere, if you take away the means by which
communication is kept up,(1) its life must be crushed out, and its vital principle must be destroyed and lost. So
then, if the gods also breathe and inhale odours enwrapt in the air that accompanies them, it is not untrue to say
that they live upon what is received from others,(2) and that they might perish if their air−holes were blocked up.
And whence, lastly, do you know whether, if they are charmed by the sweetness of smells, the same things are
pleasant to them which are pleasant to you, and charm and affect your different natures with a similar feeling?
May it not be possible that the things which give pleasure to you, seem, on the contrary, harsh and disagreeable to
them? For since the opinions of the gods are not the same, and their substance not one, by what methods can it be
brought about that that which is unlike in quality should have the same feeling and perception as to that which
touches it.(3) Do we not every day see that, even among the creatures sprung from the earth, the same things are
either bitter or sweet to different species, that to some things are fatal which are not pernicious to others, so that
the same things which charm some with their delightful odours, give forth exhalations deadly to the bodies of
others? But the cause of this is not in the things which cannot be at one and the same thee deadly and wholesome,
sweet and bitter; but just as each one has been formed to receive impressions from what is external,(4) so he is
affected:(5) his condition is not caused by the influences of the things, but springs from the nature of his own
senses, and connection with the external. But all this is set far from the gods, and is separated from them by no
small interval. For if it is true, as is believed by the wise, that they are incorporeal, and not supported by any
excellence of bodily strength, an odour is of no effect upon them, nor can reeking fumes move them by their
senses, not even if you were to set on fire a thousand pounds of the finest incense, and the whole sky were
clouded with the darkness of the abundant vapours. For that which does not have bodily strength and corporeal
substance, cannot be touched by corporeal substance; but an odour is corporeal, as is shown by the nose when
touched by one: therefore it cannot, according to reason, be felt by a deity, who has no body, and is without any
feeling and thought.(6)

29. Wine is used along with incense; and of this, in like manner, we ask an explanation why it is poured upon it
when burning. For if a reason is not(7) shown for doing this, and its cause is not(8) set forth, this action of yours
must not now be attributed to a ridiculous error, but, to speak more plainly, to madness, foolishness, blindness.
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For, as has been already said pretty frequently, everything which is done should have its cause manifest, and not
involved in any dark obscurity. If, therefore, you have confidence in what is done, disclose, point out why that
liquor is offered; that is, why wine is poured on the altars. For do the bodies of the deities feel parching thirst, and
is it necessary that their dryness be tempered by some moisture? Are they accustomed, as men are, to combine
eating and drinking? In like manner, also, after the solid(9) food of cakes and pottages, and victims slain in
honour of them, do they drench themselves, and make themselves merry with very frequent cups of wine, that
their food may be more easily softened, and thoroughly digested? Give, I beg, to the immortal gods to drink; bring
forth goblets, bowls,(10) ladles, and cups; and as they stuff themselves with bulls, and luxurious feasts, and rich
food,−−lest some piece of flesh hastily(11) gulped down should stick in passing through the stomach, run up,
hasten, give pure wine to Jupiter, the most excellent, the supreme, lest he be choked. He desires to break wind,
and is un− able; and unless that hindrance passes away and is dissolved, there is very great danger that his
breathing will be stopped and(1) interrupted, and heaven be left desolate without its rulers.

30. But, says my opponent, you are insulting us without reason, for we do not pour forth wine to the gods of
heaven for these reasons, as if we supposed that they either thirsted, or drank, or were made glad by tasting its
sweetness. It is given to them to do them honour; that their eminence may become more exalted, more illustrious,
we pour libations on their altars, and with the half−extinguished embers we raise sweet smells,(2) which show our
reverence. And what greater insult can be inflicted upon the gods than if you believe that they become propitious
on receiving wine, or, if you suppose that great honour is done to them, if you only throw and drop on the live
coals a few drops of wine? We are not speaking to men void of reason, or not possessed of common
understanding: in you, too, there is wisdom, there is perception, and in your hearts you know, by your own(3)
judgment, that we are speaking truly. But what can we do with those who are utterly unwilling to consider things
as they are, to converse themselves with themselves? For you do what you see to be done, not that which you are
assured should be done, inasmuch(4) as with you a custom without reason prevails, more than a perception of the
nature of circumstances based on a careful examination of the truth. For what has a god to do with wine? or what
or how great is the power in it, that, on its being poured out, his eminence becomes greater, and his dignity is
supposed to be honoured? What, I say, has a god to do with wine, which is most closely connected with the
pursuits of Venus, which weakens the strength of all virtues, and is hostile to the decency of modesty and
chastity,−−which has often excited men's minds, and urged them to madness and frenzy, and compelled the gods
to destroy their own authority by raving and foul language? Is not this, then, impious, and perfectly sacrilegious,
to give that as an honour which, if you take too eagerly, you know not what you are doing, you are ignorant of
what you are saying, and at last are reviled, and become infamous as a drunkard, a luxurious and abandoned
fellow?

31. It is worth while to bring forward the words themselves also, which, when wine is offered, it is customary to
use and make supplication with: "Let the deity be worshipped with this wine which we bring."(5) The words
"which we bring," says Trebatius, are added for this purpose, and put forth for this reason, that all the wine
whatever which has been laid up in closets and storerooms, from which was taken that which is poured out, may
not begin to be sacred, and be reft from the use of men. This word, then, being added, that alone will be sacred
which is brought to the place, and the rest will not be consecrated.(6) What kind of honour, then, is this, in which
there is imposed on the deity a condition,(7) as it were, not to ask more than has been given? or what is the greed
of the god, who, if he were not verbally interdicted, would extend his desires too far, and rob his suppliant of his
stores? "Let the deity be worshipped with this wine which we bring:" this is a wrong, not an honour. For what if
the deity shall wish for more, and shall not be content with what is brought! Must he not be said to be signally
wronged who is compelled to receive honour conditionally? For if all wine in cellars whatever must become
consecrated were a limitation not added, it is manifest both that the god is insulted to whom a limit is prescribed
against his wishes, and that in sacrificing you yourselves violate the obligations of the sacred rites, who do not
give as much wine as you see the god wishes to be given to himself. "Let the deity be worshipped with this wine
which we bring:" what is this but saying, "Be worshipped as much as I choose; receive as much dignity as I
prescribe, as much honour as I decide and determine by a strict engagement(8) that you should bare?" O sublimity
of the gods, excelling in power, which thou shouldst venerate and worship with all ceremonial observances, but
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on which the worshipper imposes conditions, which he adores with stipulations and contracts, which, through fear
of one word, is kept from excessive desire of wine!

32. But let there be, as you wish, honour in wine and in incense, let the auger and displeasure of the deities be
appeased by the immolation and slaughter of victims: are the gods moved by garlands also, wreaths and flowers,
by the jingling of brass also, and the shaking of cymbals, by timbrels also, and also by symphonious pipes?(9)
What effect has the clattering of castanets, that when the deities have heard them, they think that honour has been
shown to them, and lay aside their fiery spirit of resentment in forgetfulness? Or, as little boys are frightened into
giving over their silly wailings by hearing the sound of rattles, are the almighty deities also soothed in the same
way by the whistling of pipes? and do they become mild, is their indignation softened, at the musical sound of
cymbals? What is the meaning of those calls(1) which you sing in the morning, joining your voices to the music
of the pipe? Do the gods of heaven fall asleep, so that they should return to their posts? What is the meaning of
those slumbers(1) to which you commend them with auspicious salutations that they may be in good health? Are
they awakened from sleep; and that they may be able to be overcome by it, must soothing lullabies be heard? The
purification, says my opponent, of the mother of the gods is to−day.(2) Do the gods, then, become dirty; and to
get rid of the filth, do those who wash them need water, and even some cinders to rub them with?(3) The feast of
Jupiter is to−morrow. Jupiter, I suppose, dines, and must be satiated with great banquets, and long filled with
eager cravings for food by fasting, and hungry after the usual(4) interval. The vintage festival of Aesculapius is
being celebrated. The gods, then, cultivate vineyards, and, having collected gatherers, press the wine for their own
uses.(5) The lectisternium of Ceres(6) will be on the next Ides, for the gods have couches; and that they may be
able to lie on softer cushions, the pillows are shaken up when they have been pressed down.(7) It is the birthday
of Tellus;(8) for the gods are born, and have festal days on which it has been settled that they began to breathe.

33. But the games which you celebrate, called Floralia and Megalensia,(9) and all the rest which you wish to be
sacred, and to be considered religious duties, what reason have they, what cause, that it was necessary that they
should be instituted and founded anti designated by the names(10) of deities? The gods are honoured by these,
says thy opponent; and if they have any recollection of offences committed(11) by men, they lay it aside, get rid
of it, and show themselves gracious to us again, their friendship being renewed. And what is the cause, again, that
they are made quite calm and gentle, if absurd things are done, and idle fellows sport before the eyes of the
multitude? Does Jupiter lay aside his resentment if the Amphitryon of Plautus is acted and declaimed? or if
Europa, Leda, Ganymede, or Danae is represented by dancing does he restrain his passionate impulses? Is the
Great Mother rendered more calm, more gentle, if she beholds the old story of Attis furbished up by the players?
Will Venus forget her displeasure if she sees mimics act the part of Adonis also in a ballet?(12) Does the anger of
Aleides die away if the tragedy of Sophocles named Trachinioe, or the Hercules of Euripides, is acted? or does
Flora think(13) that honour is shown to her if at her games she sees that shameful actions are done, and the stews
abandoned for the theatres? Is not this, then, to lessen the dignity of the gods, to dedicate and consecrate to them
the basest things which a rigidly virtuous mind will turn from with disgust, the performers of which your law has
decided to be dishonoured and to be considered infamous? The gods, forsooth, delight in mimics; and that
surpassing excellence which has not been comprehended by any bureau faculty, opens(14) its ears most willingly
to hear these plays, with most of which they know they are mixed up to be turned to derision; they are delighted,
as it is, with the shaved heads of the fools, by the sound of flaps, and by the noise of applause, by shameful
actions and words, by huge red fascina. But further, if they see men weakening themselves to the effeminacy of
women, some vociferating uselessly, others running about without cause,(15) others, while their friendship is
unbroken, bruising and maiming each with the bloody cestus, these contending in speaking without drawing
breath,(16) swelling out their cheeks with wind, and shouting out noisily empty vows, do they lift up their hands
to heaven in their admiration, start up moved by such wonders, burst into exclamations, again become gracious to
men? If these things cause the gods to forget their resentment, if they derive the highest pleasure from comedies,
Atellane farces, and pantomimes, why do you delay, why do you hesitate, to say that the gods themselves also
play, act lasciviously, dance, compose obscene songs, and undulate with trembling haunches? For what difference
is there, or what does it matter, whether they do these things themselves, or are pleased and delighted to see them
done by others?
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34. Whence, therefore, have these vicious opinions flowed, or from what causes have they sprung? From this it is
clear, in great measure, that men are unable to know what God is, what is His essence, nature, substance, quality;
whether He has a form, or is limited by no bodily outline, does anything or not, is ever watchful, or is at times
sunk in slumbers, runs, sits, walks, or is free from such motions and inactivity. Being, as I have said, unable to
know all these things, or to discern them by any power of reason, they fell into these fanciful beliefs, so that they
fashioned gods after themselves, and gave to these such a nature as they have themselves, in actions,
circumstances, and desires. But if they were to perceive that they are worthless creatures,(1) and that there is no
great difference between themselves and a little ant, they would cease, indeed, to think that they have anything in
common with the gods of heaven, and would confine their unassuming insignificance(2) within its proper limits.
But now, because they see that they themselves have faces, eyes, heads, cheeks, ears, noses, and all the other parts
of our limbs and muscles, they think that the gods also have been formed in the same way, that the divine nature
is embodied in a human frame;(3) and because they perceive that they themselves rejoice and are glad, and again
are made sad by what is too disagreeable, they think that the deities also on joyous occasions are glad, and on less
pleasant ones become dejected. They see that they are affected by the games, and think that the minds of the
celestials are soothed by enjoying games; and because they have pleasure in refreshing themselves with warm
baths, they think that the cleanness produced by(4) bathing is pleasing to the gods above. We men gather our
vintages, and they think and believe that the gods gather and bring in their grapes; we have birthdays, and they
affirm that the powers of heaven have birthdays.(5) But if they could ascribe to the gods ill−health, sickness, and
bodily disease, they would not hesitate to say that they were splenetic, blear−eyed, and ruptured, because they are
themselves both splenetic, and often blear−eyed, and weighed down by huge hernice.

35. Come now: as the discussion has been prolonged and led to these points, let us, bringing forward what each
has to say,(6) decide by a brief comparison whether your ideas of the gods above are the better, or our thoughts
preferable, and much more honourable and just, and such as to give and assign its own dignity to the divine
nature. And, first, you declare that the gods, whom you either think or believe to exist, of whom you have set up
images and statues in all the temples, were born and produced from the germs of males and females, under the
necessary condition of sexual embraces. But we, on the contrary, if they are indeed true gods, and have the
authority, power, dignity of this name, consider that they must either be unbegotten, for it is pious to believe this,
or, if they have a beginning in(7) birth, it belongs to the supreme God to know by what methods He made them,
or how many ages there are since He granted to them to enter upon the eternal being of His own divine nature.
You consider that the deities have sexes, and that some of them are male, others female; we utterly deny that the
powers of heaven have been distinguished by sexes, since this distinction has been given to the creatures of earth
which the Author of the universe willed should embrace and generate, to provide, by their carnal desires, one
generation of offspring after another. You think that they are like men, and have been fashioned with the
countenances of mortals; we think that the images of them are wide of the mark,(8) as form belongs to a mortal
body; and if they have any, we swear with the utmost earnestness and confidence that no man can comprehend it.
By you they are said to have each his trade, like artisans; we laugh when we hear you say such things, as we hold
and think that professions are not necessary to gods, and it is certain and evident that these have been provided to
assist poverty.

36.(9) You say that some of them cause dissensions, that there are others who inflict pestilences, others who
excite love and madness, others, even, who preside over wars, and are delighted by the shedding of blood; but we,
indeed, on the contrary, judge that these things are remote(10) from the dispositions of the deities; or if there are
any who inflict and bring these ills on miserable mortals, we maintain that they are far from the nature of the
gods, and should not be spoken of under this name. You judge that the deities are angry and perturbed, and given
over and subject to the other mental affections; we think that such emotions are alien from them, for these suit
savage beings, and those who die as mortals.(1) You think that they rejoice, are made glad, and are reconciled to
men, their offended feelings being soothed by the blood of beasts and the slaughter of victims; we hold that there
is in the celestials no love of blood, and that they are not so stern as to lay aside their resentment only when
glutted with the slaughter of animals. You think that, by wine and incense, honour is given to the gods, and their
dignity increased; we judge it marvellous and monstrous that any man thinks that the deity either becomes more
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venerable by reason of smoke,(2) or thinks himself supplicated by men with sufficient awe and respect when they
offer(3) a few drops of wine. You are persuaded that, by the crash of cymbals and the sound of pipes, by
horse−races and theatrical plays, the gods are both delighted and affected, and that their resentful feelings
conceived before(4) are mollified by the satisfaction which these things give; we hold it to be out of place, nay
more, we judge it incredible, that those who have surpassed by a thousand degrees every kind of excellence in the
height of their perfection, should be pleased and delighted with those things which a wise man laughs at, and
which do not seem to have any charm except to little children, coarsely and vulgarly educated.

37. Since these things are so, and since there is so great difference between(3) our opinions and yours, where are
we, on the one hand, impious, or you pious, since the decision as to(3) piety and impiety must be founded on the
opinions of the two parties? For he who makes himself an image which he may worship for a god, or slaughters
an innocent beast, and burns it on consecrated altars, must not be held to be devoted to religion.(5) Opinion
constitutes religion, and a right way of thinking about the gods, so that you do not think that they desire anything
contrary to what becomes their exalted position, which is manifest.(6) For since we see all the things which are
offered to them consumed here under our eyes, what else can be said to reach them from us than opinions worthy
of the gods, and most appropriate to their name? These are the surest gifts, these true sacrifices; for gruel, incense,
and flesh feed the devouring flames, and agree very well with the parentalia(7) of the dead.

38.(8) If the immortal gods cannot be angry, says my opponent, and their nature is not agitated or troubled by any
passions, what do the histories, the annals mean, in which we find it written(9) that the gods, moved by some
annoyances, occasioned pestilences, sterility,(10) failure of crops, and other dangers, to states and nations; and
that they again, being appeased and satisfied by means of(11) sacrifices, laid aside their burning anger, and
changed the state of the atmosphere and times into a happier one? What is the meaning of the earth's roarings, the
earthquakes, which we have been told occurred because the games had been celebrated carelessly, and their nature
and circumstances had not been attended to, and yet, on their being celebrated afresh, and repeated with assiduous
care, the terrors of the gods were stilled, and they were recalled to care and friendship for men? How often, after
that−−in obedience to the commands of the seers and the responses of the diviners−−sacrifice has been offered,
and certain gods have been summoned from nations dwelling beyond the sea, and shrines erected to them, and
certain images and statues set on loftier pillars, have fears of impending dangers been diverted, and the most
troublesome enemies beaten, and the republic extended both by repeated joyous victories. and by gaining
possession of several provinces! Now, certainly this would not happen if the gods despised sacrifices, games, and
other acts of worship, and did not consider themselves honoured by expiratory offerings. If, then, all the rage and
indignation of the deities are cooled when these things are offered, and those things become favourable which
seemed fraught with terrors, it is dear that all these things are not done without the gods wishing them, and that it
is vain, and shows utter ignorance, to blame us for giving them.

39.(12) We have come, then, in speaking, to the very point of the case, to that on which the question hinges, to the
real and most intimate part of the discussion. which it is fitting that, laying aside superstitious dread, and putting
away partiality, we should examine whether these are or whether they are something far different, and should be
separated from the notion of this name and power. For we do not deny that all these things are to be found in the
writings of the annalists which have been brought forward by you in opposition; for we ourselves also, according
to the measure and capacity of our abilities, have read, and know, that it has been recorded that once at the ludi
circenses, celebrated in honour of Jupiter the supreme, a master dragged across the middle of the arena, and
afterwards, according to custom, punished with the cross, a very worthless slave whom he had beaten with rods.
Then, when the games were ended, and the races not long finished, a pestilence began to distress the state; and
when each day brought fresh ill worse than what was before,(1) and the people were perishing in crowds, in a
dream Jupiter said to a certain rustic, obscure from the lowliness of his lot, that he should go(2) to the consuls,
point out that the dancer(3) had displeased him, that it might be better for the state if the respect due to the games
were paid to them, and they were again celebrated afresh with assiduous care. And when he had utterly neglected
to do this, either because he supposed it was an empty dream, and would find no credence with those to whom he
should tell it, or because, remembering his natural insignificance, he avoided and dreaded approaching those who
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were so powerful,(4) Jupiter was rendered hostile to the lingerer, and imposed as punishment an him the death of
his sons. Afterwards, when he(5) threatened the man himself with death unless he went to announce his
disapproval of the dancer,−−overcome by fear of dying, since he was already himself also burning with the fever
of the plague, having been infected, he was carried to the senate−house, as his neighbours wished, and, when his
vision had been declared, the contagious fever passed away. The repetition of the games being then decreed, great
care was, on the one hand, given to the shows, and its former good health was restored to the people.

40.(6) But neither shall we deny that we know this as well, that once on a time, when the state and republic were
in difficulties, caused either by(7) a terrible plague continually infecting the people and carrying them off, or by
enemies powerful, and at that time almost threatening to rob it of its liberty(8) because of their success in:
battle,−−by order and advice of the seers, certain gods(9) were summoned from among nations dwelling beyond
the sea, and honoured with magnificent temples; and that the violence of the plague abated, and very frequent
triumphs were gained, the power of the enemy being broken, and the territory of the empire was increased, and
provinces without number fell under your sway. But neither does this escape our knowledge, that we have seen it
asserted that, when the Capitol was struck by a thunderbolt, and many other things in it, the image of Jupiter also,
which stood on a lofty pillar, was hurled from its place. Thereafter a response was given by the soothsayers, that
cruel and very sad mischances were portended from fire and slaughter, from the destruction of the laws, and the
overthrow of justice, especially, however, from enemies themselves belonging to the nation, and from an impious
band of conspirators; but that these things could not be averted, nay, that the accursed designs could not be
revealed, unless Jupiter were again set up firmly on a higher pillar, turned towards the east, and facing the rays of
the rising sun. Their words were trustworthy, for, when the pillar was raised, and the statue turned towards the
sun, the secrets were revealed, and the offences made known were punished.

41.(10) All these things which have been mentioned, have indeed a miraculous appearance,−−rather, they are
believed to have it,−−if they come to men's ears just as they have been brought forward; and we do not deny that
there is in them something which, being placed in the fore front, as the saying is, may stun the ears, and deceive
by its resemblance to truth. But if you will look closely at what was done, the personages and their pleasures,(11)
you will find that there is nothing worthy of the gods, and, as has already been said often, nothing worthy to be
referred to the splendour and majesty of this race. For, first, who is there who will believe that he was a god who
was pleased with horses running to no purpose,(12) and considered it most delightful that he should be
summoned(13) by such sports? Rather, who is there who will agree that that was Jupiter−−whom you call the
supreme god, and the creator of all things which are−−who set out from heaven to behold geldings vieing with
each other in speed, and running(14) the seven rounds of the course; and that, although he had himself determined
that they should not be equally nimble, he nevertheless rejoiced to see them pass each other, and be passed, some
in their haste falling forward upon their heads, and overturned upon their backs along with their chariots, others
dragged along and lamed, their legs being broken; and that he considered as the highest pleasures fooleries mixed
with trifles and cruelties, which any man, even thought fond of pleasure, and not trained to strive after seriousness
and dignity, would consider childish, and spurn as ridiculous? Who is there, I say, who will believe−−to repeat
this word assiduously−−that he was divine who, being irritated because a slave was led across the circus, about to
suffer and be punished as he deserved, was inflamed with anger, anal prepared himself to take vengeance? For if
the slave was guilty, and deserved to be punished with that chastisement, why should Jupiter have been moved
with any indignation when nothing was being done unjustly, nay, when a guilty fellow was being punished, as
was right? But if he was free from guilt, and not worthy of punishment at all, Jupiter himself was the cause of the
dancer's vitiating the games,(1) for when he might have helped him, he did him no service−−nay, sought both to
allow what he disapproved, and to exact from others the penalty for what he had permitted. And why, then, did he
complain and declare that he was wronged in the case of that dancer because he was led through the midst of the
circus to suffer the cross, with his back torn by rods and scourges?

42.(2) And what pollution or abomination could have flowed from this, either to make the circus less pure, or to
defile Jupiter, seeing that in a few moments, in a few seconds, he beheld so many thousands throughout the world
perish by different kinds of death, and with various forms of torture? He was led across, says my opponent, before
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the games began to be celebrated. If from a sacrilegious spirit and contempt(3) for religion, we have reason to
excuse Jupiter for being indignant that he was contemned, and that more anxious care was not given to his games.
But if from mistake or accident that secret fault was not observed and known, would it not have beer right and
befitting Jupiter to pardon human failings, and grant forgiveness to the blindness of ignorance? But it was
necessary that it should be punished. And after this, will any one believe that he was a god who avenged and
punished neglect of a childish show by the destruction of a state? that he had any seriousness and dignity, or any
steady constancy, who, that he might speedily enjoy pleasure afresh, turned the air men breathed(4) into a baneful
poison, and ordered the destruction of mortals by plague and pestilence? If the magistrate who presided over the
ganges was too careless in learning who on that day had been led across the circus, and blame was therefore
contracted, what had the unhappy people done that they should in their own persons suffer the penalty of another's
offences, and should be forced to hurry out of life by contagious pestilences? Nay, what had the women, whose
weakness did not allow them to take part in public business, the grown−up(5) maidens, the little boys, finally the
young children, yet dependent for food on their nurses,−−what had these done that they should be assailed with
equal, with the same severity, and that before they tasted the joy of life(6) they should feel the bitterness of death?

43.(7) If Jupiter sought to have his games celebrated, and that afresh,(8) with greater care; if he honestly sought to
restore(9) the people to health, and that the evil which he had caused should go no further and not be increased,
would it not have been better that he should come to the consul himself, to some one of the public priests, the
pontifex maximus, or to his own flamen Dialis, and in a vision reveal to him the defect in the games occasioned
by the dancer, and the cause of the sadness of the times? What reason had there been that he should choose, to
announce his wishes and procure the satisfaction desired, a man accustomed to live in the country, unknown from
the obscurity of his name, not acquainted with city matters, and perhaps not knowing what a dancer is? And if he
indeed knew, as he must have known if he was a diviner,(10) that this fellow would refuse to obey, would it not
have been more natural and befitting a god, to change the man's mind, and constrain him to be willing to obey,
than to try more cruel methods, and vent his rage indiscriminately, without any reason, as robbers do? For if the
old rustic, not being quick in l entering upon anything, delayed in doing what was commanded, being kept back
by stronger motives, of what had his unhappy children been guilty, that Jupiter's anger and indignation should he
turned upon them, and that they should pay for another's offences by being robbed of their lives? And can any
man believe that he is a god who is so unjust, so impious, and who does not observe even the laws of men, among
whom it would be held a great crime to punish one for another, and to avenge one man's offences upon
others?(11) But, I am told, he caused the man himself to be seized by the cruel pestilence. Would it not then have
been better, nay rather, juster, if it seemed that this should be done, that dread of punishment should be first
excited by the father, who(1) had been the cause of such passion by(2) his disobedient delay, than to do violence
to the children, and to consume and destroy innocent persons to make him sorrowful?(3) What, pray, was the
meaning of this fierceness, this cruelty, which was so great that, his offspring being dead, it afterwards terrified
the father by his own danger! But if he had chosen to do this long before, that is, in the first place, not only would
not the innocent brothers have been cut off, but the indignant purpose of the deity also would have been known.
But certainly, it will be said, when he had done his duty by announcing the vision, the disease immediately left
him, and the man was forthwith restored to health. And what is there to admire in this if he removed(4) the evil
which he had himself breathed into the man, and vaunted himself with false pretence? But if you weigh the
circumstances thoroughly, there was greater cruelty than kindness in his deliverance, for Jupiter did not preserve
him to the joys of life who was miserable and wishing to perish after his children, but to learn his solitariness and
the agonies of bereavement.

44.(5) In like manner we might go through the other narratives, and show that in these also, and in expositions of
these, something far different from what the gods should be is said and declared about them, as in this very story
which I shall next relate, one or two only being added to it, that disgust may not be produced by excess.(6) After
certain gods were brought from among nations dwelling beyond the sea, you say, and after temples were built to
them, after their altars were heaped with sacrifices, the plague−stricken people grew strong and recovered, and the
pestilence fled before the soundness of health which arose. What gods, say, I beseech? Aesculapius, you say, the
god of health, from Epidaurus, and now settled in the island in the middle of the Tiber. If we were disposed to be
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very scrupulous in dealing with your assertions, we might prove by your own authority that he was by no means
divine who had been conceived and born from a woman's womb, who bad by yearly stages reached that term of
life at which, as is related in your books, a thunderbolt drove him at once from life and light. But we leave this
question: let the son of Coronis be, as you wish, one of the immortals, and possessed of the everlasting
blessedness(7) of heaven. From Epidaurus, however, what was brought except an enormous serpent? If we trust
the annals, and ascribe to them well−ascertained truth, nothing else, as it has been recorded. What shall we say
then? That Aesculapius, whom you extol, an excellent, a venerable god, the giver of health, the averter, preventer,
destroyer of sickness, is contained within the form and outline of a serpent, crawling along the earth as worms are
wont to do, which spring from mud; he rubs the ground with his chin and breast, dragging himself in sinuous
coils; and that he may be able to go forward, he draws on the last part of his body by the efforts of the first.

45.(8) And as we read that he used food also, by which bodily existence is kept up, he has a large gullet, that he
may gulp down the food sought for with gaping mouth; he has a belly to receive it, and(9) a place where he may
digest the flesh which he has eaten and devoured, that blood may be given to his body, and his strength
recruited;(10) he has also a draught, by which the filth is got rid of, freeing his body from a disagreeable burden.
Whenever he changes his place, and prepares to pass from one region to another, he does not as a god fly secretly
through the stars of heaven, and stand in a moment where something requires his presence, but, just as a dull
animal of earth, he seeks a conveyance on which he may be borne; he avoids the waves of the sea; and that he
may be safe and sound, he goes on board ship along with men; and that god of the common safety trusts himself
to weak planks and to sheets of wood joined together. We do not think that you can prove and show that that
serpent was Aesculapius, unless you choose to bring forward this pretext, that you should say that the god
changed himself into a snake, in order that he might be able(11) to deceive men as to himself, who he was, or to
see what men were. But if you say this, the inconsistency of your own statements will show how weak and feeble
such a defence is.(12) For if the god shunned being seen by men, he should not have chosen to be seen in the form
of a serpent, since in any form whatever he was not to be other than himself, but always himself. But if, on the
other hand, he had been intent on allowing himself to be seen−−he should not have refused to allow men's eyes to
look on him(1)−−why did he not show himself such as he knew that he was in his own divine power?(2) For this
was preferable, and much better, and more befitting his august majesty, than to become a beast, and be changed
into the likeness of a terrible animal, and afford room for objections, which cannot be decided,(3) as to whether he
was a true god, or something different and far removed from the exalted nature of deity.

46.(4) But, says my opponent, if he was not a god, why, after he left the ship, and crawled to the island in the
Tiber, did he immediately become invisible, and cease to be seen as before? Can we indeed know whether there
was anything in the way under cover of which he hid himself, or any opening in the earth? Do you declare, say
yourselves, what that was, or to what race of beings it should be referred, if your service of certain personages is
in itself certain.(5) Since the case is thus, and the discussion deals with your deity, and your religion also, it is
your part to teach, and yours to show what that was, rather than to wish to hear our opinions and to await our
decisions. For we, indeed, what else can we say than that which took place and was seen, which has been handed
down in all the narratives, and has been observed by means of the eyes? This, however, undoubtedly we say was a
colubra(6) of very powerful frame and immense length, or, if the name is despicable, we say it was a snake,(7) we
call it a serpent,(8) or any other name which usage has afforded to us, or the development of language devised.
For if it crawled as a serpent, not supporting itself and walking on feet,(9) but resting upon its belly and breast; if,
being made of fleshly substance, it lay stretched out in(10) slippery length; if it had a head and tail, a back
covered with scales, diversified by spots of various colours; if it had a mouth bristling with fangs, and ready to
bite, what else can we say than that it was of earthly origin, although of immense and excessive size, although it
exceeded in length of body and greatness of might that which was slain by Regulus by the assault of his army?
But if we think otherwise, we subvert(11) and overthrow the truth. It is yours, then, to explain what that was, or
what was its origin, its name, and nature. For how could it have been a god, seeing that it had those things which
we have mentioned, which gods should not have if they intend to be gods, and to possess this exalted title? After
it crawled to the island in the Tiber, forthwith it was nowhere to be seen, by which it is shown that it was a deity.
Can we, then, know whether there was there anything in the way under cover of which it hid itself,(12) or some
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opening in the earth, or some caverns and vaults, caused by huge masses being heaped up irregularly, into which
it hurried, evading the gaze of the beholders? For what if it leaped across the river? what if it swam across it?
what if it hid itself in the dense forests? It is weak reasoning from this,(13) to suppose that that serpent was a god
because with all speed it withdrew itself from the eyes of the beholders, since, by the same reasoning, it can be
proved, on the other hand, that it was not a god.

47.(14) But if that snake was not a present deity, says my opponent, why, after its arrival, was the violence of the
plague overcome, and health restored to the Roman people? We, too, on the other hand, bring forward the
question, If, according to the books of the fates and the responses of the seers, the god Aesculapius was ordered to
be invited to the city, that he might cause it to be safe and sound from the contagion of the plague and of
pestilential diseases, and came without spurning the proposal contemptuously, as you say, changed into the form
of serpents,−−why has the Roman state been so often afflicted with such disasters, so often at one time and
another torn, harassed, and diminished by thousands, through the destruction of its citizens times without number?
For since the god is said to have been summoned for this purpose, that he might drive away utterly all the causes
by which pestilence was excited, it followed that the state should be safe, and should be always maintained free
from pestilential blasts, and unharmed. But yet we see, as was said before, that it has over and over again had
seasons made mournful by these diseases, and that the manly vigour of its people has been shattered and
weakened by no slight losses. Where, then, was Aesculapius? where that deliverer promised by venerable oracles?
Why, after temples were built, and shrines reared to him, did he allow a state deserving his favour to be any
longer plague−stricken, when he had been summoned for this purpose, that he should cure the diseases which
were raging, and not allow anything of the sort which might be dreaded to steal on them afterwards?

48.(1) But some one will perhaps say that the care of such a god has been denied(2) to later and following ages,
because the ways in which men now live are impious and objectionable; that it brought help to our ancestors, on
the contrary, because they were blameless and guiltless. Now this might perhaps have been listened to, and said
with some reasonableness, either if in ancient times all were good without exception, or if later times produced(3)
only wicked people, and no others.(4) But since this is the case that in great peoples, in nations, nay, in all cities
even, men have been of mixed(5) natures, wishes, man−nets, and the good and bad have been able to exist at the
same time in former ages, as well as in modern times, it is rather stupid to say that mortals of a later day have not
obtained the aid of the deities on account of their wickedness. For if on account of the wicked of later generations
the good men of modern times have not been protected, on account of the ancient evil−doers also the good of
former times should in like manner not have gained the favour of the deities. But if on account of the good of
ancient times the wicked of ancient times were preserved also, the following age, too, should have been protected,
although it was faulty, on account of the good of later times. So, then, either that snake gained the reputation of
being a deliverer while he had been of no service at all, through his being brought to the city when the violence of
the disease(6) was already weakened and impaired, or the hymns of the fates must be said to have been far from
giving(7) true indications, since the remedy given by them is found to have been useful, not to all in succession,
but to one age only.

49.(8) But the Great Mother, also, says my opponent, being summoned from Phrygian Pessinus in precisely the
same way by command of the seers, was a cause of safety and great joy to the people. For, on the one hand, a
long−powerful enemy was thrust out from the position he had gained in(9) Italy; and, on the other, its ancient
glory was restored to the city by glorious and illustrious victories, and the boundaries of the empire were extended
far and wide, and their rights as freemen were torn from races, states, peoples without number, and the yoke of
slavery imposed on them, and many other things acComplished at home and abroad established the renown and
dignity of the race with irresistible power. If the histories tell the truth, and do not insert what is false in their
accounts of events, nothing else truly(10) is said to have been brought from Phrygia, sent by King Attalus, than a
stone, not large, which could be carried in a man's hand without any pressure−−of a dusky and black colour−−not
smooth, but having little corners standing out, and which to−day we all see put in that image instead of a face,
rough and unhewn, giving to the figure a countenance by no means lifelike.(11)
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50.(12) What shall we say then? Was Hannibal, that famous Carthaginian, an enemy strong and powerful, before
whom the fortunes of Rome trembled in doubt and uncertainty, and its greatness shook−−was he driven from Italy
by a stone?(13) was he subdued by a stone? was he made fearful, and timid, and unlike himself by a stone? And
with regard to Rome's again springing to the height of power and royal supremacy, was nothing done by wisdom,
nothing by the strength of men; and, in returning to its former eminence, was no assistance given by so many and
so great leaders by their military skill, or by their acquaintance with affairs? Did the stone give strength to some,
feebleness to others? Did it hurl these down from success, raise the fortunes of others which seemed hopelessly
overthrown? And what man will believe that a stone taken from the earth, having(14) no feeling, of sooty colour
and dark(15) body, was the mother of the gods? or who, again, would listen to this,−−for this is the only
alternative,−−that the power(16) of any deity dwelt in pieces of flint, within(17) its mass,(18) and hidden in its
veins? And how was the victory procured if there was no deity in the Pessinuntine stone? We may say, by the zeal
and valour of the soldiers, by practice, time, wisdom, reason; we may say, by fate also, and the alternating
fickleness of fortune. But if the state of affairs was improved, and success and victory were regained, by the
stone's assistance, where was the Phrygian mother at the time when the commonwealth was bowed down by the
slaughter of so many and so great armies, and was in danger of utter ruin? Why did she not thrust herself before
the threatening, the strong enemy? Why did she not crush and re− pel assaults(1) so terrible before these awful
blows fell, by which all the blood was shed, and the life even failed, the vitals being almost exhausted? She had
not been brought yet, says my opponent, nor asked to show favour. Be it so;(2) but a kind helper never requires to
be asked, always offering assistance of his own accord. She was not able, you say, to expel the enemy and put him
to flight, while still separated from Italy(3) by much sea and land. But to a deity, if really one,(4) nothing
whatever is remote, to whom the earth is a point, and by whose nod all things have been established.

51.(5) But suppose that the deity was present in that very stone, as you demand should be believed: and what
mortal is there, although he may be credulous and very ready to listen to any fictions you please, who would
consider that she either was a goddess at that time, or should be now so spoken of and named, who at one time
desires these things, at another requires those, abandons and despises her worshippers, leaves the humbler
provinces, and allies herself with more powerful and richer peoples, truly(6) loves warfare, and wishes to be in the
midst of battles, slaughter, death, and blood? If it is characteristic of the gods−−if only they are true gods, and
those who it is fitting should be named according to the meaning of this word and the power of divinity−−to do(7)
nothing wickedly, nothing unjustly, to show(7) themselves equally gracious to all men without any partiality,
would any man believe that she was of divine origin, or showed s kindness worthy of the gods, who, mixing
herself up with the dissensions of men, destroyed the power of some, gave and showed favour to others, bereft
some of their liberty, raised others to the height of power,−−who, that one state might be pre−eminent, having
been born to be the bane of the human race, subjugated the guiltless world?

APPENDIX(1)

We do not deny that all these things which have been brought forward by you in opposition are contained in the
writings of the annalists. For we have ourselves also, according to the measure and capacity of our powers, read
these same things, and know that they have been alleged; but the whole discussion hinges upon this: whether
these are gods who you assert are furious when displeased, and are soothed by games and sacrifices, or are
something far different, and should be separated from the notion even of this, and from its power.

For who, in the first place, thinks or believes that those are gods who are lost in joyful pleasure at theatrical
shows(2) and ballets, at horses running to no purpose; who set out from heaven to behold silly and insipid acting,
and grieve that they are injured, and that the honours due to them are withheld if the pantomimist halts for a little,
or the player, being wearied, rests a little; who declare that the dancer has displeased them if some guilty fellow
passes through the middle of the circus to suffer the penalty and punishment of his deeds? All which things, if
they be sifted thoroughly and without any partiality, will be found to be alien not only to the gods, but to any man
of refinement, even if he has not been trained to the utmost gravity and self−control.(3) For, in the first place, who
is there who would suppose that those had been, or believe that they are, gods, who have a nature which tends to
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mischief and fury, and lay these(2) aside again, being moved by a cup of blood and fumigation with incense; who
spend days of festivity, and find the liveliest pleasure in theatrical shows(3) and ballets; who set out from heaven
to see geldings running in vain, and without any reason, and rejoice that some of them pass the rest, that others are
passed,(4) rush on, leaning forward, and, with their heads towards the ground, are overturned on their backs with
the chariots to which they are yoked, are dragged along crippled, and limp with broken legs; who declare that the
dancer has displeased them if some wicked fellow passes through the middle of the circus to suffer the
punishment and penalty of his deeds; who grieve that they are injured, and that the honours due to them are
withheld if the pantomimist halts for a little, the player, being wearied, rests a little, that puer matrimus happens to
fall, stumbling through some(5) unsteadiness? Now, if all these things are considered thoroughly and without any
partiality, they are found to be perfectly(6) alien not only to the character of the gods, but to that of any man of
common sense, even although he has not been trained to zealous pursuit of truth by becoming acquainted with
what is rational?

ELUCIDATIONS.

I.

(Note 9, P. 459.)

This is a most extraordinary note. The author uses "so to say" (= "as it were") merely to qualify the figure, which
a pagan might think extravagant. "This is, as it were, the door of life:" the expression qualifies the rhetoric, not the
Scripture, as such. On the contrary, I should adduce this very passage as an instance of our author's familiarity
alike with the spirit and the letter of two most important texts of the Gospel, which he expounds and enforces with
an earnest intelligence, and with a spirit truly evangelical.

II.

(Covered with garments, note 7, P. 469.)

A heathen might have retorted, had he known the Scriptures, by asking about the "white robes" of angels, and the
raiment of the risen Redeemer; e.g., Rev. i. 13. "Curious and unlearned questions" concerning these matters have
been stirred by a certain class of Christians. (See Stier(1) and Olshausen.(2)) But let us not reason from things
terrestrial as regards things celestial: our coarse material fabrics are "shadows of the true." The robes of light are
realities, and are conformed to spiritual bodies, as even here a mist may envelop a tree. Because of men's stupid
and cam ally gross ideas, let it be said of "harps" and "phials," and all like phraseology as to things heavenly, once
for all, "it cloth not yet appear" what it means; but they intimate realities unknown to sense, and "full of glory."
III.

(The eyes of Jupiter, p. 483.)

Arnobius with remorseless vigour smites Jove himself,−−the Optimus Maximus of polytheism,−−and, as I have
said, with the assurance of one who feels that the Church's triumph over "lords many and gods many" is not far
distant. The scholar will recall the language of Terence,(1) where the youth, gazing on the obscene picture of
Jupiter and Danae, exclaims,−−

"What! he who shakes high heaven with his thunder Act thus, and I, a mannikin, not do the same? Yes, do I, and
right merrily, forsooth!"

On which the great African Father(2) remarks pithily, "Omnes enim cultores talium deorum, mox ut eos libido
perpulerit, magis intuentur quid Jupiter fecerit, quam quid docuerit Plato, vel censuerit Cato." And here is not
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only the secret of the impotence of heathen ethics, but the vindication of the Divine Wisdom in sending the
God−Man. Men will resemble that which they worship: law itself is incapable of supplying a sufficient motive.
Hence,(3) "what the law could not do, in that it was weak, . . . God sending His own Son," etc. Thus "the
foolishness of God is wiser than men," and "the love of Christ constraineth us."

"Talk they of morals? O Thou bleeding Lamb The grand morality is love of Thee."

The world may sneer at faith, but only they who believe can love; and who ever loved Christ without copying into
his life the Sermon an the Mount, and, in some blest degree, the holy example of his Master?

IV.

(For those freed from the bondage of the flesh, p. 488 and note

The early Christians prayed for the departed, that they might have their consummation in body and spirit at the
last day. Thus, these prayers for the faithful dead supply the strongest argument against the purgatorial system,
which supposes the dead in Christ(1) not to be in repose at first, but(2) capable of being delivered out of
"purgatory" into heaven, sooner or later, by masses, etc. Thus, their situation in the intermediate state is not that of
Scripture (Rev. xiv. 13), nor do they wait for glory, according to Scripture, until that day (2 Tim. iv. 8).
Archbishop Usher, therefore, bases a powerful argument against the Romish dogma, on these primitive prayers
for the departed. Compare vol. iii. p. 706, and vol. v. p. 222, this series. He divides it into five heads, as
follows:(4)−− "(1) Of the persons for whom, after death, prayers were offered; "(2) Of the primary intention of
these prayers; "(3) Of the place and condition of souls departed; "(4) Of the opinion of Aerius, the
heretic,touching these prayers; and"(5) Of the profit, to the persons prayed for, of these prayers."

And his conclusion is, after a rich collation of testimonies, that "the commemoration and prayers for the dead used
by the ancient Church had not any relation with purgatory, and therefore, whatsoever they were, Popish prayers
we are sure they were not." (The pine . . . sanctuary of the Great Mother, p. 504.)

I RECALL with interest the pine−cone of Dante's comparison (Inferno, canto xxxi. 59) as I saw it in the gardens
of the Vatican. Valuable notes may be found in Longfellow's translation, vol. i. p. 328. It is eleven feet high, and
once adorned the summit of Hadrian's mausoleum, so they say; but that was open, and had no apex on which it
could be placed. It is made of bronze, and, I think, belonged to the mysteries satirized by our author. It is less
pardonable to find the vilest relics of mythology on the very doors of St. Peter's, where I have seen them with
astonishment. They were put there, according to M. Valery,(1) under Paul V.; "and among the small mythological
groups," he adds, "may be distinguished Jupiter and Leda, the Rape of Ganymede, some nymphs and satyrs, with
other very singular devices for the entrance of the most imposing of Christian temples." It is painful to think of it;
but the heathenism to which the age of Leo X. had reduced the court of Rome must be contrasted with the ideas of
a Clement, an Athenagoras, and even of an Arnobius, in order to give us a due sense of the crisis which, after so
many appeals for a reformation "in the head and the members" of the Latin communion, brought on the
irrepressible revolt of Northern Europe against the papacy.

VI.

(Sacrifices, p. 519.)

It must be felt that Arnobius here lays himself open to a severe retort. The God of Christians is the author of
sacrifice, and accepts the unspeakable sufferings of the innocent Lamb for the sins of the whole world.

The answer, indeed, suggests itself, that the sacrifices of the heathen had no apparent relation whatever to faith in
this Atoning Lamb; none in the mysterious will of God that this faith should be nurtured before the Advent by an
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institution in which He had no pleasure, but which was profoundly harmonious with human and the
self−consciousness of human guilt.

Arnobius would have written better had he been a better−instructed Christian. He demolishes pagan rites, but he
should have called up the Gentile mind to the truths covered under its corruptions and superstitions. On this
subject the reader will do well to consult the work of a modern Arnobius, the eccentric Soame Jenyns, who called
out such a controversy in the last century about the truths and errors of his View Internal Evidence of the
Christian Religion(2) to which he had become a convert from previous scepticism. This essay attracted the
attention of the Count. (Joseph) de Maistre, who read it in the French translations of MM. le Tourneur and de
Feller both, reflected it in his Considerations sur la France,(3) and reproduced some of its admirable thoughts in
the Soirees St Petersbourg.(4) From these two striking writers, the one an Anglican and the other a rabid
Ultramontane, I must permit myself to condense an outline of their views of sacrifice.

So long as we know nothing of the origin of evil, we are not competent judges of what is or is not a suitabIe
remedy. Nobody can assure us that the sufferings of one may not be in some way necessary to the good of the
many. A tax may thins be laid upon innocence in behalf of the guilty, and a voluntary, sacrifice may be accepted
from the Innocent (the Holy One) for the payment of the debts of others. In spite of something illogical which
seems to cling to this idea, the Get of its universal adoption in all ages among men must be accounted for,−−the
fact that all nations have always accepted this principle of expiatory sacrifice, innocent men and innocent beasts
suffering for the unjust. Never could this principle have been thus universalized by human wisdom, for it seems to
contradict reason; nor by human stupidity, for ignorance never could have proposed such a paradox; nor could
priestcraft and kingcraft have obtained for it, among divers races and forms of society, with barbarians and
philosophers, freemen and slaves, alike, a common acceptance. It must therefore proceed(1) from a natural
instinct of humanity, or(2) from a divine revelation: both alike must be recognised as the work of our Creator·
Now, Christianity unveils the secret, presenting the Son of God, made man, a voluntary sacrifice for the sins of
the whole world· If it be a mystery, still we do not wonder at the idea when we see one man paying the debts of
another, and so ransoming the debtor.(1) Christianity states this as God's plan for the ransom of sinners· Such is
the fact: as to the why, it says nothing.(2) As to the philosophy of these mysteries, we reason in vain; and,
happily, the Gospel does not require us to reason· The Nicene Creed formulates the truth: "For us men and for our
salvation He came down," etc. But we are called to profess no more than "I believe; help Thou mine unbelief."

De Maistre responds as follows: This dogma is universal, and as old as creation; viz., the reversibility of the
sufferings of innocence for the benefit of the guilt. As to the fall of man, "earth felt the wound;"(3), the whole
creation groaneth and travaileth(4) in pain together." In this condition of things the human heart and mind have
universally acquiesced in the idea of expiation.(5) . . . And as well the Gentile sacrifices (corrupted from Noah's
pure original) as those which were perpetuated in their purity by the Hebrews on one spot, and looking to their
only explanation in the coming of one Redeemer, bear witness to the Wisdom which framed the human mind and
adapted its ordinances thereto with profound and divine comprehension of all human wants and all human
capabilities· When the infinite Victim exclaimed upon the cross, "It is finished," the veil was rent, the grand secret
was unfolded. For this event, God had prepared all mankind by the system of sacrifice which, even in its
corruption, had made preparation for the true elucidation.

In a word, then, Arnobius should have said this, as the Church was always saying it in the perpetual
commemoration of Calvary, in her Holy Eucharist, and in her annual Paschal celebration. It was all summed up
by the prophet a thousand years before "the Lamb of God" was slain· By the prophet, the Lamb Himself expounds
it all:(6)−−

"Sacrifice and meat−offering Thou wouldest not, but mine cars hast Thou opened: burnt−offerings and sacrifice
for sin has Thou not required. Then said I, Lo, I come: in the volume of the Book it is written of Me, that I should
fulfil Thy will, O my God. I am content to do it; yea, Thy law is within my heart."
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The expiatory sacrifice, the voluntary Victim, the profound design of God the Father, are all here. But the infinite
value of the sacrifice was unfolded when the Son of man was identified by the poor Gentile centurion: "Truly this
was the Son of God."
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